HEARING
PROTECTORS

HEARING PROTEC TION

A Classic!
Tried and true, rugged,
repairable, reliable
hearing protection.

David Clark Company Inc. has been the
pioneer in circumaural hearing protection
from its inception as deck crew protection on
aircraft carriers just after WW II. It has been,
and is, our pride to offer the finest hearing
protection available incorporating the highest
standards of quality and durability. There are
none finer!

A few of the many ideal applications:
Military - Land/Air/Sea

LIKE NO OTHER

Buy Now!

MODEL 10A
Over the Head Style (OTH)
Provides superior noise attenuation
Adjustable headset and stirrup assembly assure
long-term wearing comfort
The standard against which all other hearing
protectors are measured
NSN: 4240-01-560-3160
Certified NRR of 23 dB

Airplane Assembly/Hanger Work/ Airport
Heavy Machinery Areas
Blasting Areas/Mining

MODEL 19A

Firing Range/Hunting

Over the Head Style (OTH)

Power Generation Plants

Deeper dome for greater attenuation
in the low frequencies
Wide foam-filled ear seals for maximum comfort
High quality chrome plated hardware
Adjustable headband for optimum fit
Certified NRR of 27dB

Factory/Industrial
Oil Drilling/Refining/Fracking
Construction Sites
Logging

MODEL 27
Over the Head Style (OTH)

MODEL 9AN/2

Comfort, durability and
quality construction with
superior low frequency noise
attenuation

Similar to Model 19A, but manufactured to military specifications,
SAE-AS23899

Ear cups of top quality, high impact ABS, made extra
rigid by patented ribbed construction

Premium quality chrome plated steel headband in
accordance with demanding Government
specifications

Foam-filled ear seals for perfect fit, best noise
attenuation, and unequaled comfort

www.davidclark.com/HearingProtectors
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A C C E S S O R I E S F O R G R E AT E R

To purchase
accessories
visit our
store online!

STOP GAP
ONS
EYEGLASS CUSHIONS
Placed on the eyeglass frame at the
temple position, Stop Gaps assure a
comfortable fit and stop leaking of
noise.
P/N: 12500G-02 (1 pair)

REPLACEMENT
EAR SEALS
Gel-filled ear seals mold perfectly to the
sides of the head. Super soft for unmatched
comfort, 7-year guarantee.
P/N 40243G-02 (1 pair)
Foam-filled ear seals are
soft and dependable and provide the
perfect fit that is both comfortable and
secure. P/N: 18316G-02 (1 pair)

COMFORT GEL
UNDERCUT EAR SEALS
Comfort-Gel ear seals with patented undercut
design have 60% more surface area in contact
with your head, are 26% lighter and allow 30%
more interior room for your ears for quieter,
more comfortable flights. Will enhance comfort
on all David Clark hearing protectors.
P/N: 40863G-02 (1 pair)

COMFORT & PERFORMANCE
Scan Code to Visit Store

SOFTER HEAD PADS
Made of super soft foam with cloth cover or natural
black-dyed sheepskin, these replacement head pads
place a soft cushion on top of your head eliminating
discomfort from “hot spots.” They fit models 10A, 19A, &
27 with modification.
P/N: 18900G-45 - Super Soft Foam
NSN: 5965-01-408-7262
P/N: 40592G-01 - Sheepskin

DOUBLE-FOAM
HEAD PAD
Super-soft, double foam head pad
is wider and more tapered with 60%
more surface area in contact with your head to dissipate headset weight.
P/N: 40688G-36
NSN: 5965-01-519-5118

HEAD PAD COMFORT
COVER
Soft double-knit, 100% cotton cover. Perfect for hot,
humid weather. Absorbs perspiration and is washable.
Fits Models 27, 10A, & 19A.
P/N: 18981G-01
NSN: 5965-01-408-9233

SOFT GOODS
REPLACEMENT KITS
Consists of two dome filters and two foam-filled ear
seals for refurbishment of hearing protectors.

COMFORT COVER
EAR SEALS
Soft double-knit, 100% cotton ear seal cover.
Perfect for hot, humid wether. Absorbs perspiration and is washable. Comfort Cover fits over all
standard size ear seals. Not to be used with ENC
headsets.
P/N: 22658G-01 (1 pair)
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Models 10A, 10AS, 310, & 805V
P/N: 40688G-42

Models 19A & 27
P/N: 40688G-43
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W E CO V E R A L L YO U R

HEARING PROTEC TION NEEDS

Over-the-Head

MODEL 310
“TRI-FIT” Style; OTH, UTC, or BTH
Excellent attenuation and flexibility
NRR: 24dB OTH, 20dB UTC and BTH
NSN: 4240-00-022-2946

Under-the-Chin

SERIES K10
HELMET KIT
Behind-the-Head

MODEL 805V
Behind the Head Style (BTH)
Designed for use with or without safety caps
Adjustable hook & pile support strap fits over
head
NRR: 23dB

ENC Hearing
Protector
Over the Head Style (OTH)
P/N: 40752G-01
Based on Model 19A with certified
NRR of 27dB
An extra 17-22db at lower frequencies with ENC turned on
ENC function controlled by rotary on-off switch on dome
Patented undercut comfort-gel ear seals
Dual 9-volt battery packs provide up to 30 hours of
continuous use
NSN 4240-01-549-4861

MODEL 10S/DC
Over the Head Style (OTH) - Stereo Listen Only
Stunning stereo output
Newest undercut, comfort-gel ear seals
Super-soft, double-foam headpad
Dual volume controls
Lightweight, 6 ft. extended coil cord
Terminated with 3.5mm stereo plug
Both 1/4-inch plug adapters (mono & stereo) included
Earphone elements are hi-fidelity, dynamic with
a range of 10-20,000 Hz
NRR 23dB
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Add impact protection to your
hearing protector or noise-attenutating headset.
David Clark Series K10 Helmet Kits have three
components: a suspension liner and a protective
nape pad that attaches to an energy-absorbing
helmet shell.
The suspension liner provides excellent ventilation.
One size fits all. The tan-colored helmet shell is a
high strength, lightweight nylon reinforced with
energy-absorbing impact pads. The nape pad is a
rubber sponge with soft black leather covering.
The helmet assembly accommodates an oxygen
or breathing mask and a variety of commercially
available visors and face shields.
* Manufactured to military specification MIL-H-85047A

FLIGHT
DECK/
GROUND
SUPPORT
HELMET
Developed specifically for the flight decks of all
US aircraft carriers, this unique bump helmet provides impact protection while using hearing
protector or noise-attenuating headsets in one of
the most hostile environments on earth.
This helmet has three components: a suspension
liner and/or front and a back shell assembly with
energy absorbing impact pads.
The “one-size-fits-all” helmet liner provides
excellent ventilation and long-term comfort.
It is available in khaki.
Shells are available in white, black, brown, blue,
green, red, yellow, and purple.
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M OR E I NFO RMATION

Find Your Solution
Visit us online at:

www.davidclark.com/hearingprotectors
and use our website to find the right model to protect
your hearing in all types of high noise environments.
All models are available for purchase online.
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